Latino Media Studies Certificate – Approved Courses

Summer 2014

RTF 316M RACE, ETHNICITY AND THE MEDIA (73825) CANCELLED
Schedule: MTWTH, 11:00 –12:30 pm and T 5:00 –7:30 pm
Fulfills the Communication and Culture requirement
Instructor: Goin, K.

Fall 2014

RTF 316M RACE, ETHNICITY, AND THE MEDIA (Various- See course schedule)
Schedule: MWF 2:00 – 3:00 pm and lab times vary.
Fulfills the Communication and Culture requirement
Instructor: TBA

The following courses require upper-division standing and a minimum GPA of 2.25. Please check the course schedule for the most accurate information regarding class time, day and location information.

ADV 334 INTERNATIONAL ADVERTISING (05985)
Schedule: T TH 12:30 – 2:00 pm
Instructor: Lee, W.
Prerequisites: Upper-division standing.

J 341 J MINORITIES AND THE MEDIA (08055)
Schedule: T TH 12:30 – 2:00 pm
Meets with LAS 322, WGS 340
Instructor: Poindexter, P.
Prerequisites: J 310F and J 311F with a grade of at least a B- in each. Contact Juanita González (juanita.gonzalez@austin.utexas.edu) to discuss adding this course if you are not a Journalism major.

J 347F REPORTING LATIN AMERICA-W (08070)
Schedule: M W 10:30 – 12:00 noon
Meets with LAS 322
Instructor: Alves, R.
Prerequisites: J 310F and J 311F with a grade of at least a B- in each. Contact Juanita González (juanita.gonzalez@austin.utexas.edu) to discuss adding this course if you are not a Journalism major.

J 349 T LATINOS & A NEW MEDIA WORLD (08087)
Schedule: T TH 9:30 – 11 am
Meets with LAS 322
Instructor: Araiza, J.
Prerequisites: J 310F and J 311F with a grade of at least a B- in each. Contact Juanita González (juanita.gonzalez@austin.utexas.edu) to discuss adding this course if you are not a Journalism major.
RTF 359  LATINA FEMINISMS AND MEDIA (08850)
Schedule:  TTH 3:30 – 5:00 pm  Instructor: Beltran, M.
          TH 5:00 to 7:30 pm
Prerequisites: Upper-division standing, RTF 314 or 316, and nine additional semester hours of lower-division coursework in radio-television-film. Contact Juanita González (juanita.gonzalez@austin.utexas.edu) to discuss adding this course if you are not a RTF major.

MAS and LAS Courses

As a reminder, students who are working on the 18-hour certificate will need to complete six hours of LAS or MAS course work. Courses can be upper or lower division courses. Any LAS or MAS course will meet the certificate requirement.

Other Courses that Require Approval from LMS Coordinator and Professor

Students in the LMS Program can, on occasion, request to have other courses considered for the certificate. If the UT course is not directly related to LMS, students must focus their course assignments, projects, papers, etc. on Latino/Latin America media and communication topics in consultation with the faculty member and with prior approval from the professor and LMS program coordinator. In addition, the professor will be required to submit a letter (email) of support for the students upon completion of the course stating the objectives were met before the substitution is processed. Contact Juanita González (juanita.gonzalez@austin.utexas.edu) to discuss this option.

Please note that this course is restricted to students in the major:

RTF 366K-2 NARRATIVE PRODUCTION  Instructor: Various
RTF 359S  GENDER & MEDIA THROUGH HISTORY  Instructor: Fuller, K.

Study Abroad Courses

Certain courses that are directly relevant to the Latino Media Studies Program may be applicable to the Certificate Program with review and approval from the LMS program coordinator. More information is available online: http://moody.utexas.edu/students/latino-media-studies-program/approved-courses.